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Former White House adviser Dr. Scott Atlas, the Robert Wesson Senior Fellow in health policy at Stanford University's Hoover Institute, wrote an
excellent essay recently in the Wall Street Journal. 

In it, he raises a vital question for all students, parents, faculty, and the broader public, as to how our nation's university system became,
along with major media, the most aggressive proponent and distributor of medical ideology and biosecurity policy.  University behavior
continues to be directed by the CDC and WHO, and it appears that university administration will continue its commitment to a consensus posture
toward the COVID phenomenon, until another institution that it considers authoritative tells it otherwise.  That is not likely to happen.

Academia will never account for its misguided COVID policies, and it will never back out of its commitment to consensus explanations or
opportunities.  Indeed, these people will help accelerate the entire COVID complex.  COVID is a new social engineering program, and universities
will make biosecurity, including molecular engineering and tracking technology, into a permanent research activity that is worth billions per year in
funding and commercialization.  The link connecting business, government, and higher education has never been stronger, while China-style social
credit scoring, based in part on medical and ideological compliance, is considered by the current White House administration a necessary part of
the political agenda.

For universities to admit that they were wrong would not only undermine their authority and risk their research funding, but also, most of all, put
their senior administration in legal jeopardy.  University directors, trustees, regents, and other governance bodies are keen to avoid liability, and
university legal and communications departments are working overtime to shield their institutions from blowback, including vicarious liability.

Image: Oregon State University.

Plaintiff litigation, including class action, appears to be gaining momentum, as the evidence necessary to make durable causes of action against
university administration is coalescing from widespread sources (serious health complications due to vaccines, for example).  Legal theories are
being formed to seek damages that could easily reach in the billions of dollars.  Some universities could face bankruptcy.

COVID-related damages may be the next large-scale, long-term litigation project that rivals tobacco and asbestos.  

The lawyers in the modern university system know that and have effectively put out a gag order to avoid university self-incrimination.  

But the best legal strategy they possess is to push the same COVID explanations, while actually escalating their commitment to them. 

 They continue to expand the spectrum of biosecurity research that has penetrated nearly every department in the modern university
system.
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No. They are run and explotied by (((tiny hats))).
TacoNasty
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Tiny hat.

Booooo
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I'd say the same thing but with an entirely different meaning.
fearless102
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It's run by the ACHA, American College Health Association. Deep ties to CDC, but not immune from lawsuits. The first
law firm to get on this will make Big Tobacco award look like a fender bender.
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But the various state-of-emergency protections will probably insulate them from any punishment.  "It was an
emergency" is a horrible joke, but it's literally true in the legal sense, so it will be hard to get justice against these
creeps.
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This.

Think about it.

Long gone are the days of common sense.

Yes, the Wild West was wild, but I´m quite sure bullshit was shot down quite ever so quickly.

Now it thrives.
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Wow. Quick read! Congress exempt from mandates but we the people have to sign waivers exempting pharma
companies from liability. How Communist?!
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Was never about covid.  Was about shifting the paradigm.  Schools like Penn State dropped standardized tests and
merit as a means of admission.  Covid was cover for the next phase of socializing education. 
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I'm hoping that this is the last time you ever have to tell someone that.
Hugh Morass
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What needs to happen is that any student who was injured due to a school MANDATE, needs to file a law suit
against that school. Once thousands of lawsuits are in the pipe, only then will schools be held to account for their
hubris and arrogance.

The same thing needs to happen to every corporation that had a MANDATE.

There was never any law that said that schools or corporations needed to mandate. All there was was
"guidance", not law. Seems to this non-lawyer, there is solid legal footing for thousands if not millions of law suits
for forcing medical decisions on others who did not want it.

Once these arrogant schools and corporations are forced to account and pay for their actions, the next time other
schools or corporations will think twice before allowing themselves to become willing tools of a global agenda.

ConnectingTheDots
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you mean for "Stupidizing education"
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"Covid was cover for the next phase of socializing education."

For the ones who survive the clot shot.  Depopulation was & is the main goal, everything else is a secondary
aspect for control.
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CoVid advanced “Liberal” Internationalism on so many fronts
Jade_Dragon
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Yeah, a lawsuit; the legal system. That'll fix everything. As it always has. Hmm...looks like we're here, now, in this
hole, despite the millions of lawsuits filed over the years for various things.

Make it class action, that way it's win-win-lose.
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Go get Fauci. Exempt “Event 201” Johns Hopkins, the WEF, Gates etc. But get Fauci. Get Rachel Walensky etc.
The truly powerful are never under suspicion. It’s truly sickening
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The BAR serves the queen and Esquire is a title bestowed by the royal bloodline. Good luck finding a law firm willing
to do this.
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New documents reveal the US Department of Defence (“DoD”) controlled the Covid programme from the
start, the military’s investigative newspaper Armed Forces Press has said. The US Food and Drug
Administration (“FDA”) vaccine approval process was theatre. Covid injections are “medical
countermeasures” – a grey area of products that are not regulated as vaccines or medicines.

Under the Public Health Emergency, medical countermeasures are not regulated or safeguarded as
pharmaceutical products. The American people were led to believe that the FDA, Centres for Disease Control
(“CDC”), and figureheads like Anthony Fauci oversaw the Covid-19 vaccine program. But all decisions
concerning the Covid-19 vaccine research, materials acquisition, distribution, and information sharing were
tightly controlled by the DoD.

US Department of Defence controlled the Covid Vaccine Programme from the start – The Expose (expose-
news.com)
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Cohencidence?

I THINK NOT!
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You eating real Mexican food down there?
BGen. Jack Ripper
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McDona's
Seek Shelter
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Israel did 911.
Duke of Somerset
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Universities/Academics....Government Authorities(Talking Heads)....Healthcare/Pharmaceutical Authorities...Hospital
Authorities(Admins)...Science Authorities....Mass media....The NIH, CDC, WHO...90-95% of Doctors and
Nurses.....POLITICIANS...

WILL..... N E V E R ......ADMIT THEY WERE WRONG

vealparm
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The first new oxymoron of 2023:

hippocratic oath
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The moral liability and guilt remains regardless. University status has plummeted due to the increasing interference and
manipulation by the controllers of their funding, making them all an increasing threat to society.

Gargolic

Will Universities Ever Admit They Were Wrong About COVID Policy?
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These so called doctors are nothing but hippocrats if nothing else.

I got thrown out of a medical clinic here in Canada because I refused to wear a mask. 

This is about half a year ago.

And this still goes on: you have to wear a mask to enter any kind of office having anything to do with health in Canada.
In 2023.

The last time I got thrown out was kind of funny.

So I´m in the office.

Everybody is doing his/her best to ignore me after I have told them that I am here for a foot problem and that I do
refuse to wear a mask.

Then some fat doctor appears and I am being more or less lead out of the building.

Now what?

The fat doctor walks outside and I follow him.

I ask what the fuck the problem is?

"Oh, so you are going to vulgarities, how appropriate for a low life like yourself!"

Ok, that did not happen but it was close...I digress...

So this fat doctor, masked and all, was giving me health advice. Wow!

As a happenstance, I had actually lost 20 kg in three months when I was confronted by this piece of shit. So I laid it
aaaalll out to him.

He didn´t look very good after my rant.

maramara__33
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He knew.

He knew I was right about this covid bullshit.

And he knew I was right about him being fat.

I was right.

I wonder how the doc is doing? Either living a total lie 

or... well, living a total lie.
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Yeah - that "living-a-lie" thing. Big Issue. So much so that I wrote a kick-ass song about it. And, of course, that'll
change things! https:       //youtu.be/r2u20y4TnbM
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The state of California has one of the most draconian and unscientific mandates in the country requiring a whole bunch of
added vaccines in addition to the mRNA vaccines that they are imposing on students in order to stay in college.

The California universities are just basically a vaccine/clot shot/drug pushing laundering operations for the mass murderers
at Pfizer in Moderna.
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Universities EVERYWHERE are just indoctrination factories.  They didn't even need to be prodded to enforce "vaccine"
mandates.  They were eager and happy to do it.  They have basically INFINITE money, which is why they can do whatever
the fuck they want, which is mostly aligning themselves with power and doing what power says to do so they can stay in
the club.  
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They are the club...always have been.

I don't have a source for that, but even in the 80s immigrants were getting shitloads of college aid and taxpaying
citizens were forced to take two jobs to go to an a theoretical accounting class.

Hugh Morass
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>>>Universities EVERYWHERE are just indoctrination factories.

True enough.  I was once a donor to my alma mater, but those days are over.

Any funds given to any university for any reason should be considered to be thrown down a rat-hole, unless you have
very clear evidence to the contrary.
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Very scary.

But not for a commy, of course.

Gimme more! Hit me harder!

maramara__33
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Then we dont have to worry about losing anyone of any significance coming out of Cali 's expensive indoctrination
schools of higher learning. Balifornia doing the rest of the country a favor

44magnum
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What makes you think that they're not pushing the vaxes for their own morbid pleasure?
Hugh Morass
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...and TIME magazine called Richard Pan a hero... he's a money grabbing paid grifter!
I Want Your DOR
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Trusting an industry with A VERY LONG history of malpractice. 

 

 

Sick Monkey
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They brought us woke, what's not to like?
Pregnant man
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What was there to be wrong about?
Hugh Morass
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The first institution to admit to or apologize for Covidian wrongdoing will be the first one to be sued out of existence. My employer
will not even revoke our quarantine vaxxing and masking mandates in writing for fear of legal consequences. All back to work
direction has been verbal. I could probably make a legal case to work remotely indefinitely because my company won’t even
issue written direction on that. 
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Lawyers really have done a great job screwing things up. Oh, and the people that hire them.
PrintCash
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That’s good insight.
VAXXFREE
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Agreed, the walk-back will never be put in writing.  WAAAAAY too much liability exposure for that.  Maybe 200 years from
now we'll get a formal apology and get to rip some Anthony Fauci statues down from campuses, but not in our lifetimes.

 

NoDebt
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no one is holding them accountable so why would they ever feel the need to "admit" anything?
in-the-ether
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Who is there to hold them accountable, their own oversight committees/institutions...the government maybe?
Definitely not the people.

Hugh Morass
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Liability lawsuits are the best way to hold them accountable.

They don;t have to admit anything.

ConnectingTheDots
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"...and get to rip some Anthony Fauci statues down"

I like the way you think.

maramara__33
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Why would a walk back be needed in order to file a liability lawsuit?

There was never any LAW that required them to do it, only GUIDANCE.

The executives made a decision to force a medical procedure on their employees, and if it injured them, it seems they
should be liable because they mandated it.

ConnectingTheDots
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Press Release from Armed Forces Press, 5 January 2022

A combination of the PREP Act, Emergency Use Authorisation (“EUA”) and Other Transactions Authority (“OTA”)
Shielded Big Pharma, Agencies, and Medical Participants that Delivered Unregulated Vaccines from Any Liability.

According to congressionally passed statutes, research of active laws, and extra details obtained through the Freedom
of Information Act, the Department of Defence owns, implements, and oversees the Covid-19 vaccine program as a
“Countermeasure” to foreign attack. While the public was bombarded with an orchestrated fear campaign, the US
Government managed the Covid response as a national security threat.

The research and documents were obtained by a former executive of a pharmaceutical Contract Research
Organisation (“CRO”), Sasha Latypova, and intensive legal researcher Katherine Watt.

[Dr. Ana Maria Mihalcea has published more detail on the research conducted by Latypova HERE.]

The Three-Legged Stool

The undercover operation was orchestrated utilising three critical legal manoeuvres:

1. Emergency Use Authorisation (“EUA”)
2. PREP Act
3. Other Transactions Authority

President Trump declared a Public Health Emergency (“PHE”) on 13 March 13 2020, under the Stafford Act, putting the
National Security Council in charge of the Covid policy. Covid-19 vaccines are “medical countermeasures” – a grey
area of products that are not regulated as vaccines or medicines.

“They put the National Security Council in charge and treated it as an act of war,” said Latypova.

According to Operation Warp Speed/ASPR reports, the DoD ordered, oversaw, and tightly managed the development,
manufacture, and distribution of Covid countermeasures, mainly utilising the DoD’s previously established network of
military contractors and consortia.

The DoD, Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (“BARDA”), and Health and Human Services
(“HHS”) ordered all Covid countermeasures, including “vaccines” as prototype demonstrations of large-scale
manufacturing, avoiding regulations and transparency under OTA. As prototypes used under EUA during PHE, Covid
countermeasures, including “vaccines,” need not comply with the US laws for manufacturing quality, safety, and
labelling.

“The implication is that the US Government authorised and funded the deployment of noncompliant biological
materials on Americans without clarifying their “prototype” legal status, making the materials not subject to normal
regulatory oversight, all while maintaining a fraudulent pseudo “regulatory” presentation to the public,” said Latypova.
“Most incredible is the fact that current Laws enacted by the United States Congress appear to make the coverup
actions LEGAL!”

Under the PHE, medical countermeasures are not regulated or safeguarded as pharmaceutical products (21 USC
360bbb-3(k).

more here: US Department of Defence controlled the Covid Vaccine Programme from the start – The Expose (expose-
news.com)
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What kind of example would that set for the fledgling liberal psychopaths these schools are teaching?
JakeIsNotFake
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That is the admission that most of society is corrupt.

Nothing left of "common sense" which still is the rule of law in a functional society, might it be as small as any.

"Small" is the winner. Always.

The further away the rulers get from the common men´s problems, the bigger is the possibility of failure.

Keep things close.

Even the enemies.
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Ahahahahha.  Yeah right.  Latest reviewed study looking like youll be required to take shots for life as your immune system only
produces generic non anti inflammatory iGg4 antibodies instead of the correct iGg3. Ooops. Who knew experimental gene
therapy might have long term “unintended”consequences.  Or youll just drop … 

BONDKING1234
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The bright side may be how many trouble makers self immolated. Sad that so many innocents had to go down with them.
manofthenorth
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AND THE ICING ON THE CAKE IS....THOSE JABS WILL BE REALLY EXPENSIVE AND IN LOW
SUPPLY.

YOUR HEALTH INSURANCE WON'T COVER THEM.
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If you can provide a link to that study, I'd like to read it (before it gets disappeared).
41 Magnum
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https://www.rintrah.nl/the-trainwreck-of-all-trainwrecks-billions-of-people-stuck-with-a-broken-immune-response/      
Theres a link on the page to the actual paper.

That page is an abridged synopsis

CrabbyR
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Thank you.  If that is accurate and persistant, it seems to me that the continual exposure to viruses from affected
people will lead to the same issue even in unvaccinated people.

41 Magnum
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Admit what? That you're a sucker for giving them your entire salary for four years to send your kids away to booze and skank their
way to a soul sucking job on the corporate ladder while forcing quasi-totalitarian agendas and wokian propaganda? No, they're
well past admitting anything. They're in this for the long haul and the money is still coming in.

BillytheClinton
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This second sentence is the most amazing thing I have ever read. Well done. 
Aspergers or Sociopath
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Per research Naomi Wolf published on Substack, Yale received more from HHS to push COVID than their entire tuition
payments. 

HamFistedIdiot
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As a PhD libologist, I can tell you that lefties admitting they were wrong about anything is exceedingly rare. The BSA motto is
"Be prepared". The unofficial leftie motto is "Double down on stupid".

Don't expect a concession from Academia anytime soon.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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I’m not sure how you tolerate people in that field.  I have some family with PHDs in science and I find them to be incredibly
dumb about anything in the real world.  It’s like their brains can only accept things that have come directly out of a book or
the mouth of someone from academia, but they don’t actually care to verify the accuracy of that information at all just that
someone from their inner circles believes it and says it.  

HardMoney
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SPOT ON.  MATCHES MY BOOTS ON THE GROUND EXPERIENCE.
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Most of the lazy ignorant people i have dealt with hold a masters degree or multiple masters. Others who only had a
bachelors or associates degrees and some HS grads had more common sense in their pinkie fingers.

44magnum
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Same here. All my siblings are highly "educated" and highly idiotic.
Hugh Morass
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That only works if the flow of money keeps flowing.
TownInsider
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Wouldn't it be great if successful litigation around wuflu policy is what finally breaks the backs of the leftist indoctrination centers?

Educated and informed.

Krink26
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Project mayhem?
Democratic Koolaid111
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If cardiac deaths in young people start taking off, it could result in lawsuits against the colleges that mandated the shots.
The colleges don't have EUA liability like Moderna and Pfizer do. 

4thmeal
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I have no doubt Congress would pass retrospective liability protection laws if necessary.
Socratic Dog
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Maybe even retroactive.

Congress doesn't need to pass anything. No one will touch the Unis and Colleges.

Hugh Morass
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 I hope this means "Most". It would be a good start.

Raider of the lost cause

Some universities could face bankruptcy.
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If an article has a question mark, the answer is usually no unfortunately. 
Bolikiliki
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But who then will teach our children that fitness is racist?
TownInsider
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They'll learn that no matter what.
Hugh Morass
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They'll learn that no matter what.
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Nobody wants to sue because they are all in on it.  They were all paid to promote the vaccine even when they knew the trials were
bs and Phizer and Moderna lied in their research.  IMO, you are only protected by law if you tell the truth.  Phizer did not tell the
truth about its vaccines so it has no standing of protection from lawsuits.  It lies to the public willingly and should be taken down.  

free-energy
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Fraud negates any liability waiver or other contract.
Just say NO to “Vaccines” & Obedience Muzzles
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I believe the verbiage and legal case to cite is:

"There is no question of the general doctrine that fraud vitiates the most solemn contracts, documents, and even
judgments" (United States v. Throckmorton, 98 US 61(1878).

Feel free to cite this if someone forces a "vaccine" mandate on you:

https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/will-universities-ever-admit-they-were-wrong-about-covid-policy?
commentId=23c42acf-150c-4fc5-9e54-56d4bc4fa569 (link to this post).

𝕱𝖚𝖈𝖐 𝕭𝖎𝖉𝖊𝖓

🤡🌎

and 

🎶

 you can shove your vaccine mandates up your АSS 

🎶
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Vax mandates will merely continue to ensure that universities are expensive holiday camps for retards from now on.
krda
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Kohberger
zotz
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He was top of his class.
RedNemesis
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They are captured by their own intellectual conceit. So no. Never.
Krink26
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Universities have killed and disabled many of their students - they will never admit it was the death shots that they forced onto the
student body.

Onthebeach6
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The best legal option is to change course and throw others under the bus. Not just because this is always the best legal option
but because in this case it's actually mostly true. Dumbass people with a Masters in Diversity weren't qualified and made
decisions based on lies that they then repeated as a mantra. That's demonstrable.

"We were dumb and we're part of the victim group" is both the best legal course of action and at least somewhat honest. 

This isn't about that. It's about how they set up whole departments to monitor shit and they want to keep that power over
students. Tracking apps that function off campus and people to oversee those apps are just a singular example. 

The downfall of the administrators will be their own inability to give up power to save themselves. They're stupid enough to go
down the with ship because they get to keep a grip on the wheel while they drown. 

I don't see that as a problem, personally. 

strych10
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You're a wordsmith.  

Bad Lieutenant

The downfall of the administrators will be their own inability to give up power to save themselves.
They're stupid enough to go down the with ship because they get to keep a grip on the wheel while
they drown. '
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Sounds like a monkey trap my father told me about:  put a banana in a hole in a tree just large enough to reach through
for a monkey.  When he grasps the banana he can't get his hand out of the hole ... and apparently it doesn't occur to him
to just let go!

(maybe it's a true story; academics share enough traits with monkeys)

Baron Samedi

#

#

Reply"

2 days ago

Let em drown. The gentlemen of the orchestra should strike up a merry tune.
FreedomWriter

#

#

15 Reply"

2 days ago

~ No Leftist. Ever.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado

"Wow, look at this factual information that has nothing to do with feelings and might cause one to
reevaluate this issue. It's possible I was wrong!"

#

#

15 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

No.

No they will not.

Nor will they ever admit they were wrong about their woke/lgbltq agenda.

Or their loosening of standards to attain diversity quotas.

Besides, as my lawyer says, never say you are sorry. It can be argued as an admission of guilt in a court of law.

toady

#

#

14 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

The universities have become intellectual wastelands.  They are simply indoctrination centers of mediocrity.

The stupidest people I know are university professors.  Overpaid flunkies that couldn’t jerk themselves off without sustaining
injury.

Doc-Com

#

#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

They are lobotomization factories, spewing the same old falsehoods of altruism, collectivism and Marxist mysticism, in
endless forms and intellectual cons, in all fields now, and which are all false.  Their entire agenda is: give the state more
power, they are our savior.  Essentially. 

IndividualDude

#

#

13 Reply"

2 days ago

A lot of people were raising objections, but they were silenced in another abridgement of human rights.

Probably the best example was the Canadian trucker protest. Told if they don't take some experimental vaccine they'll lose their
job. Then the subsequent protest was snuffed out like something out of Tienanmen Square.

Bullet_Sponge

#

#

13 1 Reply"

2 days ago

This all started with medicine being perverted from relief of suffering to "promoting health".

When did you ever consult a doctor because you were healthy?

"Public Health" has now decided what our health is down to the last detail, e.g. how many beers you drink. 

And they´ve arrogated to themselves enormous arbitrary powers, unfettered by law, to enforce their dystopia.

"Public Health" is the new version of the Spanish Inquisition.

These officials should be defunded and disbanded. 

jmNZ

#

#

7 Reply"

2 days ago

Plumbers contributed more to public health, for the last 80 years public health officials had to sit on their hands and collect
paychecks...now they are getting dangerous

CrabbyR

#

#

4 Reply"

2 days ago

Bingo!!
Twosheds

#

#

13 Reply"

2 days ago

Hahahahahaha *pause* hahahahaha
fearless102

#

#

6 Reply"

2 days ago

My sentiment exactly 
Z Freedom

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)Ahmeexnal

FOLLOWED BY A LONG AND FURIOUS BEAN BURRITO FART.

#

#

12 Reply"

2 days ago

I´m really between a rock and a hard place right now.

I know my neighbors to the south are nuts. Well, their government is, anyways...

I live i Trudeaustan but I also have a Finnish passport so I could possibly escape to Finland, who seems to be doing everything to
bring the country into a conflict with Russia.

I own a cabin 130 km west of Helsinki, inland, but there is a way out to the sea. Good setting.

As long as Trudeauland doesn´t require vaxxin passports, I´ll be leaving in May and keeping an eye on whether it´s worth returning
or not.

Did more or less the same last year.

The year before that? Wasn´t allowed to travel. Oh man, how stupid does that sound now...

 

maramara__33

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

I would go to Finland, sell the cabin and move next door to Russia. 
Xena fobe

#

#

12 Reply"

2 days ago

All the ramblings about "Covid policy" ...

where are the authors with the gonads to discuss the Murders of hundreds of thousands of Americans in the last three years, via
the deliberate suppression and outright denial of existing, proven effective and safe treatment protocols?

The author appears to be satisfied if some college chancellor says "oops, sorry."

Cabreado

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days ago

I think the universities acknowledging the truth would move the ball downfield though. It would be a significant voice to add
to our side, and as academia, they have a duty to be truthful.

Looks like they've dug in and it's gonna be a fight though. We'll have to beat it out of them

Bertrand Russell

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

Breaking: Victoria Lee, 18 yr old mma fighter, younger sister of champions Angela and Christian Lee, died Dec 26.

Cause of death not given, but the family urged people, "Check on your loved ones."

Sounds like a top athlete died suddenly in her sleep and the experts will be baffled again.

Bertrand Russell

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days agoAhmeexnal

"GLOBAL WARMING"

#

#

11 Reply"

2 days ago

Shitlib, obese, mid-wit, cat-women gravitate to worthless jobs like HR, school and medical administration. These people are
utterly soulless and miserable to begin with. When they work in tandem they form a hive mind of ugly, jealous, retarded, under the
bridge troll-Kunitz.

They get there and form an echo chamber. They then reinforce that echo chamber by getting a god complex from the power of
lording others around and being official conduits for information. These kind of women love a mask because they are ugly, get off
on authoritarianism and love to display smug condescension. The only men they permit to share their power lust must be
effeminate cucks that think like women. This cycle then reinforces itself.

The only way to rid yourself of vermin infestation is with an exterminator or else to shut the infested area up and let it burn itself
out over time. 

Obake158

#

#

11 Reply"

2 days ago

Academics - as a class - have become worse than disappointing. They all seem so disgustingly eager to become court scribes to
the oligarchs that run roughshod over the planet. it's an old affliction - as one can see from the dedications of many ~famous
works. 

I have always intended to read Julien Benda's "The Treason of the Intellectuals." Maybe now is the time to put it on my (physical)
"someday stack."

Baron Samedi

#

#

4 2 Reply"

2 days ago

Most actually haven't done this, at least not in the hard sciences.

But 100% of the ones you constantly have shoved at you by the media have done so, in spades. That's why they're the go-
to talking heads. 

strych10

#

#

9 Reply"

2 days ago

Stop sending your kids and this all changes overnight.
HistoryRepeat

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Except for STEM. 
Xena fobe

#

#

9 Reply"

2 days ago

Fuck universities and everyone that pushed the fake covid bullshit story....I hope they get what's coming to them.
Dash8

#

#

9 1 Reply"

2 days ago

How many thousands of young healthy students had their lives ruined or ended by being forced to get the death shots?
Stuck on Zero

#

#

7 1 Reply"

2 days ago

All of them...
Bogerman

#

#

9 Reply"

2 days ago

Is the Pope catholic?

Of course not.

BGen. Jack Ripper

#

#

17 Reply"

2 days ago

Is the Pope Catholic?

That's no longer a rhetorical question.

Krink26

#

#

1 Reply"

2 days ago

Does a bear crap in the woods and does Biden crap in his pants?
Ben Dan

#

#

7 Reply"

2 days ago

Benedict was.......Frankie, not so much.
vealparm

#

#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

Anti-Pope
RedNemesis

#

#

1 Reply"

2 days agoAhmeexnal

POPES HAVE BEEN LUCIFERIAN SINCE PIOUS XII, THE NAZI POPE.

#

#

8 1 Reply"

2 days ago

Communists never admit error. They simply double down on the lie.
Gringo Viejo

#

#

4 3 Reply"

2 days ago

Like Geithner, Paulson, Summers, & Bernanke, eh?

MOU

MASTER OF UNIVERSE

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days ago

Seems to be something linking those names...what could it possibly be?
Socratic Dog

#

#

8 Reply"

2 days ago

There are Public universities still requiring Vax as a prerequisite for admission. That's criminal.
Razorcreek

#

#

8 Reply"

2 days ago

The peer reviewed IGg4 study is making it harder for docs and academics to ignore.  The honest ones that just got duped are
waking up quick like. 

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciimmunol.ade2798

 

 

LongarmJohn

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days ago

I highly suspect that pharma, the powers that be, and the deep state thought they were going to get a significantly higher jab
acceptance rate than they did.  They thought passports were a sure thing and they’d have 95%+ people take the jab - they
didn’t. It seems they got around 60% of adults which means the control group is so big they aren’t going to be able to hide
this like they would have if the had near total compliance.  Which means at some point in the near future as these deaths
accelerate something will give.  It will either be the people will demand answers of the deep state will literally go nuclear to
cover up their sins.  

HardMoney

#

#

2 1 Reply"

2 days agoAhmeexnal

GLOBAL THERMONUCLEAR WAR WILL HAPPEN FIRST.

WE ARE JUST WEEKS AWAY.

#

#

Reply"

2 days ago

hope your wrong
CrabbyR

#

#

Reply"

2 days ago

Well, then the vax pushers certainly wouldn't have to worry about the blowback now, would they.   Sounds like a
perfect solution.   

cowsqueezer

#

#

1 day ago

Just a different kind of blowback...
macroman/Tinfoil masker/GG500



Reply"

Just a different kind of blowback...

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

91.8% of everyone 18+ has at least one jab.

https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations_vacc-people-onedose-pop-pop18

Iron Lady

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

First of all this is from the cdc so we know this isn’t true.  Secondly, this is so clearly gaslighting it’s sickening.  Far
more believable estimates based on production and distribution show this more likely at 60-70% max for over 18. And
lastly just go ask around. Pick the most liberal place on earth and you don’t have 91% coverage and then compare
that to a conservative state where you may have 50% max.  If you believe for a second that 91% of adults have 1 dose
that you probably can’t breath through your mask along in your car 

HardMoney

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

The kids are already using ChatGPT to do their assignments.

There is no more point in going to a place where you learn from people who haven't done shit.

seventensuited

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

For the lectures I think you are right, even though I went through the traditional system and think it to be good.

But learning to sit in a box (apartment, home etc.) for a long long time with little physical contact is not a healthy direction to
take.

LA_Goldbug

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

When I was teaching, my best friend called us the New Peripatetic School.  I hiked the feet off my apprentices while
lecturing.  Mainly because I had to sit at a desk all workday, so damned if I wasn't going to get some movement in on my
own time.

Faeriedust

#

#

8 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 days ago

In the UK teachers had the highest vaccine take up by any profession, 99.5%, despite a UK govt study with 3 million participants
rating the profession as low risk. This is a much deeper question as teachers and university students used to be the hotbeds of
dissent. They are now the exact opposite. How was this acheived in just 3 decades and was it orchestrated? 

wildfry

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

Seems to have begun about Bernays' time - and gone to industrial scale after WW2.  Our off-stage oligarchical rulers must
have taken Lord Acton seriously:

“The issue which has swept down the centuries and which will have to be fought sooner or later is the people versus
the banks.”  — Lord Acton

... and got a head-start on their enemies (us) by turning the enforcer class against the peasants/deplorables (def: all with
assets of less than 1 B U$D).

This seems to have been the original plan:

1) "The powers of financial capitalism had a far-reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world system of financial control
in private hands able to dominate the political system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole. This
system was to be controlled in a feudalist fashion by the central banks of the world acting in concert, by secret agreements
arrived at in frequent meetings and conferences." — Carroll Quigley, Tragedy and Hope

2) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yuBe93FMiJc     (Film "Network" 1976 video clip)

Baron Samedi

#

#

7 Reply"

2 days ago

Your rulers chose to become a bio-terrorist, death-cult.
JaxPavan

#

#

6 Reply"

2 days ago

Music to my ears:
Super Hans

Some universities could face bankruptcy.

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes, please.

 

AngryWolverine

#

#

6 Reply"

2 days ago

Of course not, the pedocrats and tiny hats will double down. They will never admit they were wrong. In fact they will blame and
attack those telling the truth.

As an example, simply note Brandon’s shifting of blame about the border crisis. He’s blaming the republicans for the problem.
They will Never admit they lied or were wrong.

 

AngryWolverine

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

I think that's what is most frustrating about interacting with leftists. They counter any argument you present with some
absolutely bizarre lie. 

You can't help but think that the barrage of bizarre assertions that comes from the left is probably to lend credibility to
bizarre lies, simply by normalizing them. If gender is fluid, violence is "mostly peaceful," and children can identify as kittens
and bunny rabbits, there is no such thing as objective reality. Thus unmoored, any statement, no matter how bizarre,
becomes plausible. 

bloofer

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

The goal of the CIA
Right.of.stareoS

#

#

6 Reply"

2 days ago

Are you kidding? They are a branch of government, intended to inject propaganda and indoctination into young skulls full of
mush, and politicians NEVER admit they were wrong.

Alice-the-dog

#

#

6 Reply"

2 days ago

Is that a joke? 3/4 of all indoctrination camps, uhhhmmm I mean universities still require the compliance stroke poke.
bornconfused

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 days ago

They are punishment techniques... if your kid wanted to do something that requires a college degree... they are going to
force you to "take a knee" ...

That user name is already taken

#

#

6 Reply"

2 days ago

Its not the research that is the harm, it is the mandates.  What a weird article.
t0mmyBerg

#

#

6 Reply"

2 days ago

The university of Cincinnati was/is a big experimental mrna gene therapy pusher for students and faculty. I knew from the
moment the football player who had a heart attack and was taken there the other day that it was not the best place for an honest
diagnosis.

Kanzen Saimin

#

#

6 1 Reply"

2 days ago

Interesting to note the experimental vaccine campaign is timed perfectly with the "great reset"...which is code for "dollar defaut".
People will be so xissed after finding out their damage that a currency collapse will be peanuts. 

Dr. Gonzo

#

#

6 Reply"

2 days ago

Whackademia has beclowned itself but good this time. 

😂

 A highly-credentialed moron is still a moron. 
AimeeZH

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Are you kidding? Woke regressives never admit they are wrong. They just double down with logic gymnastics about how it's your
fault, his fault, their fault, for not bowing down and submitting to the cults will hard enough or fast enough. 

heartlandvet

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

Marxists never admit they were wrong, psychopathic liars have no conscience….bug-eyed Adam Schiff for instance
fireant

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Adam Schiff is a baby eating bug-eyed Space Lizard
Hermandaclam

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

Have a business partner whose nephew took the first shot and ended up in the ICU for a week. Then they mandated the second
in spite of the initial reaction. Health wise, he's never been the same. I keep telling him to start a class action suit. Since money is
the elite's motivating factor, taking it away is the best revenge.

MilwaukeeMark

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

And as soon as they start the legal process they’ll realize that the recipients assumed 100% of the liabilities.  Pharma has
blanket immunity from damages granted by the government, and the government can’t be sued as they created special
vaccine court for injures, however emergency use vaccines have no claims allowed.  They knew this from day one.  The
receiver is SOL.  Pharma and gov just said “show me the money” and fu 

 

the only case would be to 100% prove pharma committed fraud to get EUA licenses and then sue them.  But good luck
getting past the coverup machine 

HardMoney

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

This all started with medicine being perverted from relief of suffering to "promoting health".

When did you ever consult a doctor because you were healthy?

"Public Health" has now decided what our health is down to the last detail, e.g. how many beers you drink. 

It was cynically clever of them to hijack the word "health" for their dystopia because who would object to "health"?

And they´ve arrogated to themselves enormous arbitrary powers, unfettered by law, to enforce their dystopia.

"Public Health" is the new version of the Spanish Inquisition.

These officials should be defunded and disbanded. 

jmNZ

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

The Universities took their cue from Fauci, the CDC and the WHO.

These "Public Health" authorities are the guilty parties especially as they have arrogated to themselves enormous, almost
arbitrary, powers.

All these powers have been given them by politicians not very interested in health matters.

Doctors, on the other hand, should be interested yet have said not a word about the steady erosion of their professional
independence - until they are now just technicians obeying the rules of their "Boards". And these boards, in turn, are staffed by
yes-men apparatchiks of the ´Public Health´ tyrants.

jmNZ

#

#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

I would submit that they "readily" took their cue from these entities. It was a free opportunity to try out fascism.
thealtthug

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

The power to print currency is the power to enslave.  It permeates every aspect of society.
Xena fobe

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

There are many culpable parties, politicians, health officials, universities and the media, they will never admit to error as it opens
them to recriminations. Hard to imagine every one of them wasn't on the kick back gravy train as obscene money was made here.

Gravel Rash

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

The days of the dedicated pursuit of veritas in Academia are far past.

The decades in duration Long March of the Marxists through all of our institutions, foremost among which Academia, has served
to render those institutions spiritual, moral, ethical, intellectual, philosophical, ideological and sociocultural wastelands.

Observer 2020

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

Tortious actions were imposed. Plain and simple. They can dress it up all they want but coercion was undeniably employed. Tort
law should have a field day with all of this. 

People's lives were destroyed. 

When you lose both God and the rule of law, you lose everything else.  Institutions cannot just destroy people's lives and then get
away with it. It's not like there wasn't ample work done to demonstrate the insanity and the total fück shirking of responsibility. 
And so you just keep going up the food chain from one shirking fücker to the next. Until finally there is nobody left.

In fact nothing short of this should be done. They were all in on it.  The fücking schools. Doctors. Unions. Weaponized by
politicians. 

It's why DeSantis never went down the coercion road. Recipe for disaster. 

I'm surprised nobody has started calling out and culling these fuckers. 

Pareto

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

No university will ever admit they forced their faculty and students to take a kill shot that will end their livea soon. 

All we can do is sue the boards, regents and any decision making authority that instituted this diabolocal plan, then arrest, try and
hang every last one of them for genocide.

Divine Freedom

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days ago

Here here!
liberty2

#

#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

Hear, hear!
Wackford Squeers

#

#

1 Reply"

2 days ago

Or just nuke them from orbit. It's the only way to be sure.
FreedomWriter

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

In my observation all the institutions are corrupt and captured so the only logical outcome now is collapse. 
Dr. Gonzo

#

#

5 1 Reply"

2 days ago

They will never admit it because they did it on purpose.

The mission of every freemason is to bring down civilization so they can eat children more easily.

50-50

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

You mean the same group of universities that adopt discriminatory policies based on race and gender, sacrificing the worthy goal
of equality of opportunity, in order to champion an unattainable, but “virtuous”, equality of result. Hahaha.

MoonWatcher

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

Bankrupt them all. The world will be a better place for it.
Hoss N. Pfeffer

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

Go after the endowments.

It is the source a the marxist university power.

2banana

#

#

1 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

Stealing rich people's money is ... Marxist.
ClimbingTheLog

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Universities have been completely feminized and overrun with collectivists, though I repeat myself. For the same reason, they will
never acknowledge fault.

Mr. Magniloquent

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Good!!   This is the right solution and form of justice for any organization that ignores the law and constitutional rights.   The only
missing part:  the INDIVIDUALS responsible for these policies should and most be held to account; likely with a full and
permanent termination of their careers and salaries.

JSG

Some universities could face bankruptcy.

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

"...likely with a full and permanent termination of their respiration."

FIFY...

Insufficient Funds

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

From working in a research university for 14 years, I can assure you that universities are QUITE lawsuit risk-averse.  Let the suits
begin, and after a few losses, they will crumble.  The best cases are those where serious adverse events led to high hospital bills
and vaccines were coerced by the school.

OTOH, they must also keep their enrollment numbers up.  I know of at least one otherwise perfectly normal, not even anti-vaxxer
student who switched schools after two years of constant Covid lockdown at a well-known east-coast university and chose to
complete her degree at a smaller, rural school that allowed students to like, have a life in college.  Fancy that.  If she could have
gone to Florida, I think she would, but the parents were locked into in-state tuition due to long-term tax planning.

Faeriedust

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Universities have cooked their goose.  Wait until mommy and daddy run out of money and no one will back the bonds behind
student loan debt.

The Vel

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

I wonder how many of the vaxed are getting worried yet.  A lot of "I got vaxed and feel fine."  over the last couple of years. 
HarryBallsack

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

The big university system bubble is popping. They can stay in denial if they want but their budgets will overwhelm them. Add
Covid lawsuits to this and they are finished.

Claude2

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Not one study proved that the vaccine stop the spread of the virus even Pfizer/Mondera trials. It was based on lies and
propaganda but worse is the total shutdown of free speech. College say they are building the future leaders, but in reality they are
making future followers.

guinnessman

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Elementary public school is where it all starts, they have had lockdowns for many years, they'd lockdown for shooter drills, if
someone got hurt...or kid lost... lockdown. The prison term. It's the first step in indoctrination of the masses, the most
important one to ptb.

Homeschool, plus learn trades that matter. 

Daysofyore

#

#

1 day agoCaptain Nemo de Erehwon



4 Reply"

Will Universities Ever Admit They Were Wrong About COVID Policy?

No. Just shut them down and bar all who supported "the current thing" from having to do anything with science or education ever
again, given their demonstration of a singular lack of a single brain cell.

#

#

4 Reply"

2 days ago

Whatever happened to that recent report that Antthony Fauci was last seen hanggging from a trree in Fairfax Virginia ?
Oligarch #2

#

#

4 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

It is now perfectly clear that "scientific establishment" has become the new catholic church of the upcoming techno-
neofeudalism.

They've got everything, the hierarchy, the priests, the dogmas, saints and martyrs, holy writs, penances and inquisition...
everything. They work hand in hand with secular princes while pretending to be opposing them for the benefit of peasantry. Their
purpose is to whitewash the tyranny and clothe it in the transcendent, or "scientific" if you will. In short, they are the guardians
of mandated consensual reality. They have become the satanic inversion (there's that term again) of what their original purpose
was.

BorgNine

#

#

4 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

Potassium bromate is in the bread you eat.  stop eating bread 

Potassium bromate (KBrO3), is a bromate of potassium and takes the form of white crystals or powder. It is a strong oxidizing
agent.

It is a toxic and carcinogenic compound.

the FDA approved this to be mixed with the flour in USA commercial bread, and you guys trust the FDA.  this is fact, not
conspiracy theory , but fact, and the FDA approved this measure back in the 1980s.  You probably never tasted bread before that
has no Potassium Bromate in it, unless you went to europe to eat it.

your endocrine system has this disrupter in all the glands and that is why you are functionally but sickly.

stop eating bread and stop using fluoride toothpaste.  stop using the FDA as a source for good information, they are liars, and
everything they say you should do opposite.  seriously opposite and you will be much healthier.

you are seriously stupid if you think this ok to eat, you are chronically poisoning yourself.

 

Okinawa.nishihara

#

#

4 Reply"

2 days ago

The real problem is that we don't have a Carl Sagan, that would have spoken up for the rest of the Scientific community and
publicly called bullshit on Fauci.

asteroids

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

There are many: Malone, McCullough, Hodkinson, Montagnier . . . and politicos such as de Santis.
jmNZ

#

#

6 Reply"

2 days ago

Sagan was a leftist who would have sided with the other leftists in backing Fauci.  I think Feynman, who hated all authority,
is the scientist you’re looking for.

Downhill from here

#

#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

Sagan was a utopian socialist who would been first in line to get the jab. 
Feuer Tanzer

#

#

1 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

Carl Sagan was a company man through and through. He'd be the first in calling out "anti-vaxxer flat-earthers". Just recall
his position on UFOs... especially in the light of what we now know THEY knew back then. And I'm sure HE knew being
such a darling of the establishment. I never could understand the widespread adoration accorded to him. I liked him as a
kid, watching Cosmos and stuff, but later on I realized what an empty showman he is. People should start growing up ffs,
most of our world's problems come from the refusal to grow up. There is nothing shameful in realizing you didn't know any
better as a kid.

BorgNine

#

#

4 Reply"

2 days ago

Medical Science, has failed. Period. You would never ever see this kind of bullshit in a hard science like Physics or Mathematics.
Show me your proof, and shut the fuck up. If you are correct, original, and really really smart, you can pick up your Nobel  at the
door.

asteroids
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#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

Medial science has not failed.

The corona policy is not science, medical or otherwise.

jmNZ

#

#

Reply"

2 days ago

No true scotsman, eh?
BorgNine

#

#

Reply"

2 days ago

Just wait and see what’s going to happen to your “hard” sciences.
Downhill from here

#

#

4 1 Reply"

2 days ago

No, why should they? They're Marxists and want us dead. 

Hello.....

craine

#

#

4 1 Reply"

2 days ago

No. No one will ever admit they were wrong. It will take a new generation to get an honest evaluation. The people who bought in
to it don't want to know they are dupes.

TommyGee
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#

4 1 Reply"

2 days ago

Enrollment will drop sharply due to heart explosions and blood clots and shit like that.
rooand333

#

#

5 Reply"

2 days ago

Not really the big issue.  The big issue is that Universities stopped teaching anything useful decades ago.

See 'The Five Foot Shelf of Books', any edition 1910 through 1969, for what used to be considered an education.  You can still
get the books from your local library if you would like an quality education for yourself or your child.  (some editions include a
readers guide)

snblitz

Will Universities Ever Admit They Were Wrong About COVID Policy

#

#

4 Reply"

2 days ago

I don't know what this post is even talking about, but yeah, the "universities" have acted like the most hysterical, ignorant,
sheepish institutions in this country.

Would you pay these people real money to educate your kids, of course not.

I Write Code
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#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 days ago

Pretty sure you don't have to indict yourself to be found guilty. This charade is coming to an end. When? Who knows. It will end,
though. Likely that the Universities, etc will be held somewhat accountable. 

Anca1
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#

4 Reply"

2 days ago

Leftist scholars never apologize for their own wrongdoing. 
VAXXFREE
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#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Academia along with government, media and "science" are the four corners of deceit. . .
Jack of All Trades
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#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Psychopaths love to double down on poor decisions. It's the progressive way.

Garth Crooks
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#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Difficult read…. but colleges are part of the propoganda machine.  Everything bad starts at the university level!! 
Difficult to see how we move forward with the colleges organized the way they are.  They must be dismantled!!!!

Jam2000
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#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Who cares? They are collapsing pushing only a woke agenda with little respect to actual practical education. 

They provide fake degrees to minorities for fake jobs in government that serve only a bureaucratic agenda.       

And the citizens are tired of it. 

ThomasJefferson69
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#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

On the plus side they also hire fake minorities to do it. Like Hillary Clinton, a woman who just got hired somewhere even
though everyone knows there is nothing like man or woman. And Pocahontas who got in somewhere as a tribal American.

Captain Nemo de Erehwon
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Reply"

1 day ago

Hillary is a baby eating Space Lizard.
Hermandaclam

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days ago

Quote of the Day from Prominent Democrat Health Care expert explaining that Pfizer was fully aware the Covid so called vaccines
were NOT safe ....

"Your chance of dying from a heart attack from that vaccine, according to Pfizer's own studies,  is 500% greater than if you are
unvaccinated, so they knew they were going to kill a lot of people,  and they did it anyone" ---

 

Oligarch #2

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days ago

Right after they admit they were wrong in supporting language fascists and woke ideology. 
ssgredux
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#

3 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

Last I checked, only around 10% of those eligible for booster #5 have taken the shot.  I’m guessing that number includes a lot of
healthcare workers and military who are still being forced to get it.

That means that even the true believers, including at least some the university professors who were walking around with the “I got
vaccinated” stickers on, are not complying.

I’ll take that as a good sign.

Feuer Tanzer

#

#

7 Reply"

2 days ago

Anyone who has taken four shots is living a substandard life on borrowed time.
NullaSepeNigrumPill
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#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

After 3 mRNA shots your body treats virus like pollen. Your antibody response has been hijacked to use IgG4 (allergen)
instead of IgG3 (viral clearance). Huge problem is pollen doesn't replicate, viruses do.

TRM

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days ago

Congress and state legislatures can end this with a whack of a budget stick.
Those pencil necked retards will follow the money like flies follow shit

Grow up and grow a pair

 

Idiocysquared
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2 days ago

Congress and state legislatures face the same fate.
NullaSepeNigrumPill
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3 Reply"

2 days ago

Will Universities Ever Admit They Were Wrong About COVID Policy?

Will MD's...?

espirit
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3 Reply"

2 days ago

Who cares?

They are injected and will not matter in a while.

NullaSepeNigrumPill
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3 Reply"

2 days ago

They force vaccinated young people with poison and they knew it was poison but did not care..
MFL5591
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#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 days ago

Universities are the centers of thought control.

BluCapitalist
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#

3 Reply"

2 days ago

Who cares, I wouldn't read anything they produce regardless of whether they apologise. Remember that chimp at imperial college
telling us we are all going to die? They are all so obviously bought, their The Science™ is so obviously NOT the real science.

Pregnant man
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#

3 Reply"

2 days ago

I'm not a lawyer, but it seems more like strict liability to me...

Imma Draff

vicarious liability.

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days ago

Right after we hear that Bldg 7 didn't collapse from office fire.
Odin McHaggis
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3 Reply"

2 days ago

Do academics ever admit they're wrong 
sirbannedalot
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#

3 1 Reply"

2 days ago

Universities can admit to not being wrong but being fraudulently mislead by the government. The University is still liable for their
actions but the can legally pass the buck onto the US government. However individuals who were corrupted by pharma corps for
money, well, they are criminally liable and all the evidence is floating about for that and again, the university is liable for those
corrupt actions but again they can pass the buck back to the government and pharma corps.

They can also use that eviedence to sue the government and pharma corps for any losses the accrued during the covid crazy
con, overall universities are in a good legal positions but some corrupt individuals who work at universitues are not.

rtb61

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days ago

China, Bill Gates, Fauci, and the State of Oregon are paying Oregon State University to murder their students.

Just say NO to “Vaccines” & Obedience Muzzles

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days agoAhmeexnal

WITH YOUR HARD EARNED TAX DOLLARS.

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days ago

Follow the money! That is where idealogy starts! 
tyberious

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

Leftists will double-down. They have Horse blinders on. 

You ever see videos from WW2 of naked people running down into a pit, on top of layers of corpses, before being gunned down
themselves?

Democratic Koolaid111

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days ago

There seems little doubt that the coercion was wrong.

As one wag put it:

"Was there ever a "vaccine" so safe and effective that people had to be coerced into taking it?

"For a disease so deadly you had to have a test to know you´d suffered it?"

The universities need to go into damage limitation - "emergency authorization" and all that - and pass the buck.

Delaying or obfuscating will only make matters worse for them.

They´d be best to come clean quickly and say "mea culpa", but "the government ordered us."

jmNZ
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#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

The leftist university's in this country will never admit that they were wrong about covid 19 policy as they are part of the
depopulation agenda. Their administrations should be tried in military tribunals and if found guilty of treason should be executed
just as the corrupt politicians like Pelosi, Hitlery, and Bush were at Guantanamo.   

jimd54
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#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

The lack of ambulance chasers bothers me.  There should be no shortage of grifters who want to raid the deep pockets of these
universities.

hiftobaf
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#

Reply"

1 day ago

I've wondered about this, too. Attorneys in the '80s would've been salivating.
Holbein-the-Elder
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Say a few colleges close, that doesn't cut the head off this snake. The Covid protocols are still being guided and funded by the
CDC, WHO and many entities of the the US Federal Government, including the DOD. The same Government that collect and
disburse your tax dollars. 

logically possible

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

The head of the snake is the CDC and WHO.

Their draconian powers ("for our own good") need ended urgently.

Medicine must return to the relief of suffering and stop pursuing this dystopia of "universal health" defined by some neo-
Jesuits who hate butter and beer.

When did you ever consult a doctor because you were healthy?

We define our own health, not Big Pharma nor "Public Health".

jmNZ
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#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

maybe the schools will go bankrupt and close and good riddance
emptybeercan

#

#

1 day ago

They will never go bankrupt as long as the Title IV funds keep flowing!

End all Pell Grants, FSEOG, subsidized "work/study", and Stafford Loans (subsidized, unsubsidized, PLUS, and GradPLUS)
and THEN you will see bankruptcies. End the Department of "Education". THEN you will see bankruptcies.

Hermandaclam



1 Reply"

and THEN you will see bankruptcies. End the Department of "Education". THEN you will see bankruptcies.

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Interesting article.   We have an immovable object vs an irresistible force. 

TPTB will find scapegoats to throw under the bus and claim they had no knowledge of the lies.  Meanwhile they will increase the
oppression and attacks on the liberty minded.   

Xena fobe
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

"So we got another billion people, we’re now at 7? So we have to get back down. I hope that this can be slow, relatively slow, and
in a way that’s relatively equal. So that people share this experience so that you don’t have, you know, a few rich guys who force
everyone else to do this. So those are my hopes. I know these are pretty optimistic hopes I know”.

Dennis Meadows Club of Rome. I think back in the 70’s or so who cares.

https://skulltripper.com/2023/01/08/the-mostly-peaceful-war/

motive unclear
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#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

So now our fearless leaders have the expense to the tax base of the venom-injured survivors in addition to the normal costs of
caring for an ever more aged population!   The pensions we don’t have to pay because the pensioners that have weirdly died
somehow, do help the national balance sheet but if you injure more people than you kill, you’ve really increased the costs of
running the country, and nullified the gains of the whole operation, haven’t you?

https://skulltripper.com/2023/01/08/the-mostly-peaceful-war/

motive unclear

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Will they tell us that the conspiracy theorists were right about everything and they were wrong about everything?....NO, they will
not.

Criminal Pharma

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

Risk research funding,risk research funding, risk,  research Funding, Risk research Funding, RISK FUNDING.  Says all you need to
say.

@rch

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Only if their campuses are devoid of life.  Will they admit they were wrong.  Remember they are a hot bed of corrupt liberals.
t386466966
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

A good lawyer (not a great one just a good one) should have zero problem convincing a middle America jury that:

Covid posed no real risk of harm to university students

The shot quickly proved to be near useless to useless at preventing infection

The shot absolutely is and was useless at preventing an infected from transmitting the infection and thus me being shot provides
no protection to others in any form

That forcing young healthy people to get the EXPERIMENTAL injection with a known and growing list of negative consequences is
wrong to the point of being criminal. 

Large cash compensation is due and immediate end to such dangerous policy of forcing the shot on people or for young people
even allowing them to take the shot.

A couple of Jury wins and the unstoppable ball is rolling. 

No Time for Fishing
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#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Good question, where has the legal system been over the past two years. The facts have been obvious for quite some time
and the legal system seems to be sitting on its thumbs and not protecting the public.

Claude2
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2 Reply"

2 days ago

No, the answer is no.
WilsonBall
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#
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2 days ago (Edited)

For universities to admit that they were wrong would [...] put their senior administration in legal jeopardy. 

This is the conundrum across the nation.  Every organization has laid itself open to a storm of lawsuits that would end the
organization.

A current example is the NFL.

The Damar imbroglio has to be ended in a way that doesn't finish the NFL.  

Damar died on the field.

But the story cannot end that way or the NFL, which forced its fans to take the injected bio-weapon, is finished.

 

NullaSepeNigrumPill

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Unfortunately for them, they could not kill enough to not have to worry about what would happen on the other side.
Captain Nemo de Erehwon

#
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2 Reply"

2 days ago

Only if the demons in charge let them to 

Universities are institutions where pseudo scientists brainwash our kids.

EarthIsNotSpinning

#
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1 Reply"

2 days ago

Your jabbed university kids are not going very far.
NullaSepeNigrumPill
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#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

But you'll still have to pay back the college loans after they're dead. 
markovchainey
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2 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

The answer is no as they are controlled by the globalist and following the agenda at the WEF just like teachers unions, school
boards, the whole education bureaucracy and even teachers grooming the children and universities indoctrinating students into
their left wing ideology. Under Common Core they remove the ability to think critically and simply OBEY authority. This shows up
in tests as China and Russia are doing the opposite especially in the fields of science,engineering computer programming, etc.
Ironically how both of these countries were communists and socialist and wanted the population simply to OBEY as they crushed
dissent and now it is the US and west who are removing free speech and expression, fair elections, the Constitution, Bill of
Rights, ability to move freely as they implement their "15 minute cities" where you must stay in your zone, critical thinking, using
social conditioning by Hollywood, music industry, advertising, education and virtually every aspect of you life is influenced by
brainwashing. People become immune and unaware and simply go about their lives not realizing it has been all scripted by the
machine.

dustinthewind
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#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

"it appears that university administration will continue its commitment to a consensus posture toward the COVID phenomenon,
until another institution that it considers authoritative tells it otherwise."

Ahhh, How about their Science Departments?

WhooleyBully

#

#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

 

Our assumed "best and brightest" weren't smart enough to recognize a life-threatening con when they saw it.  Not much hope for
their future.

 

Swamidon
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#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

https://youtu.be/f2M6Q5nStRQ

Cardiologist Dr Aseem Malhotra 

Cordova5254
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#

2 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

The universities are simply vassals and an arm of the state, now, like the corporations.  So, no, they never admit they're wrong,
because that would refute what they seek: political power (ie the power of coercive force), control of economics and property (by
law, meaning: by govt force) and other people's money (taken from them, by govt force).  And that's their entire goal: statist
control of everything, according to their desires. 

IndividualDude
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2 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

There is more than enough blame to go around to bankrupt anyone in authority over pushing malicious and harmful covid
policies. Especially the government. 

1CSR2SQN

#

#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

Ron de Santis for president 2024!

And prosecute the "public health" authorities.

jmNZ
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#

Reply"

2 days ago

are you voting from Europe?  

lol

GEBLECH

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 days ago

He just recognizes how much influence the U.S. has on the world... and is hoping for change. 

That user name is already taken

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

One man can't do it.  Congress needs more than 20 patriots.  Courts need real justices. States need to refuse to cooperate. 
Local city councils and school boards need to be replaced. 

All of this must be done without benefit of money printing.   Everyone must sacrifice.     

Xena fobe
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2 Reply"

2 days ago

Universities, Corporations and all other bioweapon pushing entities along with their senior management must be closed down
and have their assets sold off to compensate for the the damage experienced by the public. 

Twosheds
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2 Reply"

2 days ago

Hopefully the alumni of the institutions will withhold bequests and gifts until they do.
Dan G
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2 1 Reply"

2 days ago

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/36555121/

If this can be confirmed, you've got an explanation for why CoV-2 kills, why clots form with jabs (a mixture of shedding of
endothelial cells and spike protein being shed into the blood vessel, think of it like shedding a sunburn into your arteries and
mixing the shed with glue) and how to fix both. 

strych10

Experimental findings for SARS-CoV-2 related to the glycan biochemistry of coronaviruses indicate that
attachments from spike protein to glycoconjugates on the surfaces of red blood cells (RBCs), other
blood cells and endothelial cells are key to the infectivity and morbidity of COVID-19.... IVM blocked
HA when added to RBCs prior to spike protein and reversed HA when added afterward. These
results validate and extend prior findings on the role of glycan bindings of viral spike protein in COVID-19.
They furthermore suggest therapeutic options using competitive glycan-binding agents such as IVM and
may help elucidate rare serious adverse effects (AEs) associated with COVID-19 mRNA vaccines, which
use spike protein as the generated antigen.
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2 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 days ago

Wow... Ivermectin truly is a wonder-drug. 

That user name is already taken
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2 Reply"

2 days ago

It's a patronage system.  The DC Industry has been trying to justify its business model since the end of WWII.  Military bases or
weapons factories or military this or military that in every congressional district transformed into universal DC Industry in every
congressional district.  I mean, the Defense Dept budget keeps going up despite the longest war in US history, Afghanistan.  

Failure is the growth plan of the DC Industry.....  

Decimus Lunius Luvenalis
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2 1 Reply"

2 days ago

No.

Maoism, power, control and the great reset.

 

A_Huxley
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#

2 1 Reply"

2 days ago

What does it matter? By the look of where things are headed, and it sure seems to be picking up steam these days, universities
are going to no longer have a student body in a couple of years so they have essentially destroyed their own business model?  

RozKo
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#

2 1 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

So we know there are serious problems with the vax involving untimely death and disability, how will this affect Academe?

They are the true believers and many will die.  That should move a jury to hold them responsible for others' tragedies.  It would
not be a bad thing to decimate the academic community who have gone full woke tyrannical, either through mass firings or vax
injury and death or both.

DjangoCat
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1 3 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

The American Government are in the business of Death Merchantry whereby deflation of the Marcoeconomic landscape
necessitates genocide of the useless eaters & elderly with comorbidities because they sap the system of needed resources
and they are dependent for care via food & shelter that the governments don't want to pay for because it eats into their profit
margins which are outsized after a 50 year bull run of Keynesian Macreconomic deficit spending that neglects to account for
fiduciary responsibility to balance books.

They don't call Tricky Dick crooked for nothing, eh.

MOU

MASTER OF UNIVERSE
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2 Reply"

2 days ago

Academia is government, so why be surprised.
WutNTarnation
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2 Reply"

2 days ago

They all saw it as the perfect opportunity to assume authorities they only dreamed of. You betcha they jumped at the chance. 

 Its every dweebs dream to have that kinda power over others.

VWAndy
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2 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)Ahmeexnal

PFIZER'S MARKETING SLOGAN FOR THEIR mRNA COVID VAXXX:

"COMMIERNATY KNOCKS COVIDIOTS DEAD"
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#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

The only function of U campuses now is to brainwash,re-educate,indoctrinate and rubber stamp the next crop of corporate
servants and regime apparatchiks,while having them in debt.

freeculture
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#

Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

Can’t produce good corporate robot slaves if you don’t hurry them in debt and tech them that 30yrs of 401k investments will
take them to the retirement promise land.  Meanwhile basically every high net worth person in the country is a college
dropout (unless they are in Congress but that’s a whole different issue)

HardMoney
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2 Reply"

2 days ago

# War Criminals Who Got High On Their Own Supply And Paid The Price

https://i.postimg.cc/1zC9xBN1/Not-Important-Enough-Wilson-Chin.png
https://i.postimg.cc/KYQVXrhH/Not-Important-Enough-Uche-Nwaneri.png
https://i.postimg.cc/s1dbZvxC/Not-Important-Enough-Liam-Coward.png

 

TRM
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2 Reply"

2 days ago

Of course not- academia is a core part of the Deep State.
CK_
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2 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

The people who were FORCED to take it under threat should be first in line for payouts, ahead of the people who believed all the
bs the CDC, MSM, etc. were putting out.

OverTheUnder
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Reply"

2 days agoAhmeexnal

THY ARE DROPPING DEAD LIKE FLIES SPRAYED WITH RAID.
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2 Reply"

2 days ago

No, next question?
Hugh Mungus
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

In the end, the universities without vaccine mandates will be left standing while others have to eat their liability with sky high
tuition increases.

Hopefully these lawsuits can act as a cautionary tale the next time a pandemic is declared/created.

DivestWeMuch
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1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Corporate Media, Academia, Big Medicine, WEF, Corporate America, Democrats all conspired to leverage the pandemic  against
the citizens....and were tremendously successful.  35% of the US public would prefer a return to masks, val mandates, social
distancing, testing etc.  Of course universities are not going to apologize.  They will double down soon.

growthmonger
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#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes.

The Universities have shown themselves to be not centers of Critical Thinking, but rather Purveyors of Narrative.

As a physicist, I wonder even more, can the physics departments ever be able to again achieve a reputation of doing real science,
rather than promoting religions?  That is, Skepticism of Stories and Belief in Data, rather than Belief in Stories.

Doctor TimE.
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Reply"

1 day ago

According to this guy, you'all have been off on a wild tangent for longer than I've been alive.  He seems to have an
interesting take, but I'm afraid I haven't really sat down and digested it all yet as I left physics behind long ago.  I do have to
point out, though, that to a historian, the modern search for ever-more-fundamental particles has a strong whiff of Ptolemaic
epicycles.

Faeriedust
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Reply"

1 day ago

Yes and no ...

Perhaps better than epicycles, I think of Godel's Incompleteness Theorem -- than any system is necessarily internally
inconsistent, or incomplete.  It shall always be incomplete, but with better approximations the larger the theories grow --
i.e., the holographic universe.  The theories will never be complete until they are as large as the universe.

Doctor TimE.

#

#

1 day ago3.14159
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Why would educational systems have to admit they were played? We were all played, some became the scam, we sat on the
sidelines yelling about the scam.

In the end, G20 played their citizens. All of them.

3.14159
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#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

If you were aware of and resisted the game, they you weren't played. I wasn't played at all.
Criminal Pharma
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#

1 Reply"

2 days ago

It is no coincidence as fascism runs our businesses, owns the media, and hires our college graduates.  It is not coordinated, it is
directed by the same oligarchs. 

BagOfChips
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1 Reply"

2 days ago

Most universities have been corporatized and centralized, so thoughtful or dissident academics are quickly silenced, threatened,
or shown the door. The old university system, where one could be independent (in opposition) of the institution and still be a part
of it is gone. It doesn’t help that research funding comes from pharamaceutical companies, federal government, and a whole
swath of interests that are in direct contradiction of what universities once stood for - mainly the betterment of humanity.

They function as companies now with no higher calling beyond profit (paying admins mainly, and growing sportsball programs).
The push for market-above-all education is what got us here, which is ironically what ZHers over the years have said they want.

mammothine
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2 days ago (Edited)

Agree with your first paragraph.

But not the second.

ZHers haven´t called for bimbo universities. They´ve called for market-determined skills - which the universities have
stopped providing - because they´re no longer linked to the market.

jmNZ
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1 day ago (Edited)

What if the markets want STEM employees who will cut corners on research for profit, support the current thing and will
work against the public good? And social sciences employees who are happy to fact-check topics in medicine, molecular
biology and genetics as long as they get paid well.

The invisible hand of the market is controlled by a few rich people who own everything and is increasingly being used to
strangle you while picking your pocket. Markets are not perfect anymore, not that they ever were.

Captain Nemo de Erehwon
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Yup - the Phoenicians.

LeadPipeDreams

The invisible hand of the market is controlled by a few rich people...
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People need to be more choosy about their jobs and what they do in them.

Better poor but honest than a rich crook: see where that gets you - America today.

jmNZ
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Universities were not about market-determined skills until very recently. They were about advanced and
rounded education. The skills, in the past, came after hiring. The market is the primary driver and the market as we all
know is ethically challenged. The market, captured by govt, says coerced vaccination is good.

mammothine
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Institutions learn slowly since their bad ideas melt slower than glaciers.
Umh
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Your rulers chose to become a bio-terrorist, death-cult.
JaxPavan
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I knew within a week of start of covid outbreak that it causes your blood to clot - aspirin prevents clotting.

Many lives could have been saved.

protrumpusa
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Watch them simply excuse it with a wave of their hand saying something along the lines of but we were wrong for all the right
reasons.

VWAndy
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Yes.  This.  Then a corrupt judge will dismiss all law suits.  If he does not, his family will never be safe.  
Xena fobe
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ART

https://open.spotify.com/episode/4nVUflqBKOanWESaID5xbR

Dr. Freckles
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UMass Boston reinstates mask requirements effective Monday...

https://www.boston.com/news/coronavirus/2023/01/06/umass-boston-reinstates-mask-requirements-effective-monday/?
p1=hp_featurestack

boyplunger7777
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They already death-shotted the student body - they want to blame Covid for the deaths and masks set the scene. 
Onthebeach6
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it's ok if they get more Covid, after all they are just vaxxed and maskhole libtards. Nature will just take it's course, those with
the weakened immune systems and depleted o2 levels should drop first. They will not be missed and we can only hope it
will be the University administrators that go first.

FreedomWriter
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Only NPCs go to (((uni)))versities. They are places of (((uni))) thought only. You will only become yet another mindless, drone
worker within (((their))) corporate system.

reTARD
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If you are smarter than the average bear... you can navigate through the BS. The problem now is that they are forcing the
jab. 

That user name is already taken
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^^^  this.  If you look between the lines you’ll find the inverted resistance. 
Codery
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What could possibly go wrong?

https://pragativadi.com/worlds-largest-migration-kicks-off-2-billion-people-to-travel-in-china-over-next-40-days/

DogPox
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Yawn... Really?
BorgNine
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Sue them into oblivion.
WrongNumber
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They should be criminally prosecuted and ordered to undergo boosters every 6 months in perpetuity.
bkwaz4
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They should be put up against the wall. The bill for the bullets should be sent to their families. We have already wasted
enough money and resources on this crap.

FreedomWriter
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 An here i thought they went to college to learn. Silly me.
VWAndy
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NO they won't

.

Boomhauer
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The Military Industrial Complex & Pentagon have merged with academia through Life Sciences research & funding mechanisms
whereby all the funding is controlled by Dr. Anthony Fauci, but he's now stepping down because all the elite academic institutions
have liability issues facing their legal departments and the litigators uncovering the Pentagon Darpa Cia connections are being
given out of court settlements.

Populations will eventually find out the truth because the Fort Detrick U.S. Army Epidemiologists are virtual retards that don't
understand empirical academic research or the researchers like myself who are skilled in Counterintelligence.

http://cambridgeworkinggroup.org/

Robert Gordon White Carleton University

MOU

MASTER OF UNIVERSE
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^^^-5639 ZH Social Credit Scores usually belong to nasty little trolls.^^^
Just say NO to “Vaccines” & Obedience Muzzles
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American Libertarians hate Marxists.

MOU

MASTER OF UNIVERSE
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We do.
Just say NO to “Vaccines” & Obedience Muzzles
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Truth hurts too.

MOU

MASTER OF UNIVERSE
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not as much as your ignorance MOUseless
Physics Returns
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Marxists need to be dumped on the ash-heap of history.
FreedomWriter
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Universities and the education system, as a whole, are run by Communists. Of course they'd be on the same page to push this
nonsense.

NumbNuts
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Um, there’s actually a money trail that is public information that leads directly to China, Bill Gates, Fauci, and Commie States
like Oregon.

Just say NO to “Vaccines” & Obedience Muzzles
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